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QUESTION: 38
Use XSLT transformation to create XML according to the schema (portions modified
for this question) defined by TravelXML.

Perform XSLT transformation on the "XML Document" using the following "XSLT
Style Sheet". Select which of the following correctly describes the results of
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performing a validation check on the post-transformation XML against the schema
("XML Schema" referenced when the Exhibit Button is pushed).

A. The root element (document element) of the post-transformation XML is an empty
element, and the post-transformationXML is not valid against the schema
B. The post-transformation XML does not include the required elements defined by the
schema (all elements defined oncethey have appeared, namespace reflected); therefore,
is not valid
C. The post-transformation XML includes all of the required elements defined by the
schema (all elements defined oncethey have appeared, namespace reflected); however,
is not valid
D. The post-transformation XML is valid

Answer: D

QUESTION: 39
Use DOM programming to create XML according to the schema defined by NewsML
(portions modified for this question). Push the Exhibit Button to load the referenced
"XML Document".
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Load the "XML Document" and update the XML according to the method shown by
"DOM Processing". Select which of the following correctly describes the results of
performing a validation check on the created XML against the schema ("DTD" and
"article.dtd"). Assume that "article.dtd" can be parsed normally during validation. The
existence of a document type declaration during validation is not reflected.

A. The created XML does not include required attributes; therefore, is not valid against
the schema
B. The created XML has an illegal attribute value; therefore, is not valid against the
schema
C. The created XML does not follow element type declarations; therefore, is not valid
against the schema
D. The created XML is valid against the schema

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 40
Select which of the following correctly describes the DOM (Level 2) tree after parsing
the “XML Document.” Note that “&” is a character reference described as “&#x26”.
[XML Document] <data>&1t;contents&#x26;</data>

A. The data element (Element) value (nodeValue) is “<contents&”
B. The data element (Element) child node is a text node (Text) having a value
(nodeValue) of “&1t;contents&#x26”
C. There are three child nodes for the data element (Element)
D. There is no method to know that “&” was a character reference once the DOM tree
has been built.

Answer: D
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